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Brainstorming & Concepts

The main ideas presented here 
where found during a short but 
intensive brainstorming week 
in which we thought about the 
system in place and what its 
strengths and weaknesses 
where. Through ideas and us-
age models we slowly came 
closer to a solid idea for a new 
re-designed Leihs. 

The pictures show some as-
pects of this process as well as 
allow a short insight into the 
design process. 



Leihs 3.0

A following is a simple tour 
through the improvements in 

Leihs 3.0

To illustrate the improvements 
and ideas for the new Leihs,

the following PDF introduces 
the new features through 

the process of renting
an item in the 

Front End of the 
Leihs 3.0 system.



This is the Leihs 3.0 start 
screen.

The long text has dissapeared. 
We decided to  display impor-
tant information as well as 
make the function of the Leihs 
system clear  with one glance 
at the interface.

User Dashboard with recent Activity

The user sees a listing of the items 
they have in their possesion or next 
orders when logging into the Leihs 
system. 

Check Out Box

The check out box is seen 
on the interface from the 
moment you log on making 
it clear that it needs to be 
filled with items! Its always 
placed on the right side 
and follows the user while 
scrolling.
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01 03Extend Rent Time

User can extend the time for an ob-
ject directly from the home screen 
after logging into the Leihs system. 
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All new Category search
with image enhanced interface

As you can see the category 
search has been completely 
rethought. Its adopted a new 
grid like approach while being 
visually enhanced with product 
photos making it easier on the 
eyes and more user friendly in 
its navigation. The visual ques 
aid a user in quickly know-
ing what to expect from each 
category. 
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Navigation Info

The top end navigation displays 
important user information as 
well as other basic information 
pertaining to each menu point 
when you hover over the differ-
ent links.
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Bread Crumb Navigation

The navigation bar atop (Bread 
Crumb navigation) allows the 
user to jump to any category 
in the system as well as giving 
visual feedback to ones position 
in the Leihs system.
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Detailed Description & Photo on hover. 

The category list has been upgraded 
to accomodate a hover feature for the 
photos and text. Making the photo 
larger and showing detailed item infor-
mation when hovering over the text.

Category Navigation Sidebar

Once in a category the navigation 
caters to the subnavigation in the 
sidebar (for example here for all 
the sections under Audio). Its clear 
the user is deeper in the selec-
tion process and doubles as visual 
feedback to enhance the process. 
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Item Page Enhanced with  
commentary and suggested 
items.

When the user clicks on an 
item in the category list a item 
page with all the item informa-
tion is displayed. Information 
about  the item is displayed as 
well as commentary about the 
item and suggested items that 
other users ordered with the 
displayed item.
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Simplified Time Frame Filter
Once the first item has been 
selected and a time frame has 
been set the time frame is 
automatically updated on other 
items. This  simplifies and 
saves time as most items have 
the same time frame per order. 

Single Item Time Frame Edit-
ing.

The user has the possibility to 
change the single time frames 
of each item . This gives you a 
greater flexibility when order-
ing. Combined with the time 
frame filter you are alot quick-
er when ordering 10+ items. 
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Item Filter

The item filter shows the items 
available at the chosen time 
frame by highlighting them 
grey. This makes it clear which 
items are available when you 
need them. 
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Shortened Checkout Process

The checkout process has been 
optimized and shortened. The 
reason for the order has been 
moved above the check out 
button. Once the user clicks 
on the checkout button they 
are led to the confirmation 
page with a listing of important 
information. 
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Confirmation Page

The new checkout page has 
a logout button as that was a 
problem with the last Leihs 
system. That way the user has 
a visual request to log out. 
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Save Orders!

Once an order has been com-
pleted the order can be saved 
so that a user can make the 
same reservation in the future. 
Thus saving time for the users 
and allowing them to create 
a collection of their favourite 
orders!
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Back End GUI

The main feature to the back 
end is the drastically altered 
dashboard screen. 

Consolidating functions and 
rethinking where navigation 
made sense was our main 
goals in the new interface. 

The Back End is used by the 
Leihs staff to maintain the 
system and approve incoming 
orders as well as to give out 
and take in items.
 
Their main tools are the scan-
ner. So it was important to im-
plement it as a tool to navigate 
the back end. 
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Back End Dashboard

The dashboard is the new heart 
of the back end. The giving 
out “zurücknehmehmen” and 
returning “aushändigen” of 
items as well as approving new 
orders are all housed into the 
same dashboard. 
The dashboard is infinit; it is 
loading all incoming data con-
tinuously.

Through visual ques and scan-
ner navigation the Back End is 
organized and easy to use. 
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Filter!

The dashboard can be filtered 
to show the orders that need to 
be approved or items going out 
or being returned. 
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Scanner Navigation

Navigation from “Zurückneh-
men” and “Aushändigen” have 
been simplified. There is no 
longer a click required to reach 
a certain dashboard. By scan-
ning the item or users card the 
items on the dashboard are 
filtered and ready to be taken 
back or given out by the sys-
tem. 

This makes it much easier to 
work with the back end be-
cause it eliminates the con-
stant clicking between the 
“zurücknehmen” and “aushän-
digen” dashboards. 
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Approve Items (Genehmigen)

Items that need to be approved 
have been shaded grey and do 
not have a date assigned yet 
because they are not yet ap-
proved to be in the system. 

Once requests are approved 
they recieve a date that the 
user will pick them up and 
their appearance changes to 
display their new function and 
“approved” status. 

This way, while remaining on 
the dashboard and taking in 
and giving out items the back 
end user instantly sees new 
orders coming in and has the 
possibility to instantly approve 
them withought leaving the 
dashboard!

In addition the orders are on 
the top of the list. Once they 
reach certain amount the items 
to be approved listing becomes 
a scroll window to allow space 
for the other items. 
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Auto Load

The dashboard is equipped 
with infinite scroll. So at the 
bottom of the page there is an 
autoload to load the next page. 
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Findings And Tips



I Breadcrumb featuring Tabs

To improve visability the bread-
crump navigation could be al-
tered into tabs so that the user 
can see what page you are on 
and link the page to the naviga-
tion. 

This improvement gives a better 
overview and navigation in the 
ordering process, p.ex. “where 
am I” or  “where can I get back 
to the items”.

The tab acts like a title above 
the users actual page and sur-
rounds this in a clear defined 
window. 



II  Basket On The Side

The check out box has been 
slightly redesigned into its own 
tab rendition. Only it is on the 
side of the content with a little 
arrow giving it a little more at-
tention from the user. 

The navigation is fixed and 
follows the users in case they 
need to scroll down on the 
page. 



III  User - Startscreen

The startscreen now acts as 
a welcome screen. It displays 
user details with item parks 
and borrowed items from the 
leihs.

If you navigate through the 
LEIHS-system and return to 
the item-overview (which is the 
same page as the startscreen), 
this site changes its appear-
ance, which could irritate the 
user.

To avoid this, a pop-up on the 
startscreen with user-relevant 
informations could be used.



IV  Modellist - 
Time Frame Filter

Some of the tested users were 
insecure about using the time 
frame filter. 

During our system-evaluation 
we discussed if the two time 
frames are really necessary or 
if it is more helpful to show the 
filter once. Could be discussed.



V  Name Options

Because it is a lending-system, 
the definition “Warenkorb” 
could get misunderstood, you 
don’t BUY things here.

Some alternative definitions:

-Leihliste (our favourite, be-
cause it is related to the name 
“Leihs”.)

-Bestellübersicht

-Checkout Basket



VI  Order Process

Could this process be opti-
mized? 
With more time, alternative 
solutions could be discussed 
by focussing on “as few clicks 
as possible”. 

The detailed function of 
“Zweck” (Reason) should be 
re-evaluated by the ZHdK Re-
chtsdienst for further improve-
ments.



VII  Commentary and
Suggested Items

This function should be further 
researched with more user 
tests. Do they really know what 
the suggested items are for 
and understand or need the 
commentary?



VIII  Drag & Drop

By using a drag&drop function 
on the startscreen, one can get 
the requested item immedi-
ately: 
Users can grab f.ex. a camera 
and the system will display the 
three most common cameras. 

This function would be a great 
improvement for people that 
are not used to lending items 
online.


